Homophones

Homophones are words that sound the same but are spelled differently.

The plane landed at the airport. The cake tasted very plain.

Choose the correct homophone to complete the sentence.

1. The boat needed a new _______________. sail sale
2. It was a dark _________________ knight night
3. I was very _________________. board bored
4. It was a good book to _______________. read reed
5. I need a new _______________ of socks. pair pear
6. Some people ________________ every day. prey pray
7. The burglar had nerves of _______________. steal steel
8. There is a good _______________ on TV. cereal serial
9. Don’t _________________ water! waist waste
10. Have another ________________ of cake. Piece peace

Use a dictionary to help you if you need to.

Think of other words that sound the same but mean different things.

1. dear ________________
2. farther _________________
3. route ________________
4. Knot _________________
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